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A TYPE SYSTEM FOR LOGIC PROGRAMS* 
EYAL YARDENI AND EItUD SHAPIRO 
t> A theory for a type system for logic programs is developed which ad- 
dresses the question of well-typing, type inference, and compile-time and 
run-time type checking. A type is a recursively enumerable set of ground 
atoms, which is tuple-distributive. The association of a type to a program 
is intended to mean that only ground atoms that are elements of the type 
may be derived from the program. A declarative definition of welt-typed 
programs is formulated, based on an intuitive approach related to the 
fix'point semantics of logic programs. Whether a program is well typed is 
undecidable in general. We define a restricted class of types, called regular 
types, for which type checking is decidable. Regular unary logic programs 
are proposed as a specification language for regular types. An algorithm 
for type-checking a logic program with respect o a regular type definition 
is described, and its complexity is analyzed. Finally, the practicality of the 
type system is discussed, and some examples are shown. The type system 
has been implemented in FCP for FCP and is incorporated in the Logix 
system. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Type checking within the framework of logic programming is useful for several 
reasons: 
Type declarations and compile-time type checking provide a measure of confi- 
dence in the correctness of a program. 
Typing a program makes it clearer and more readable. 
*This paper is a major evision of [23]. 
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Errors in logic programs tend to fall into several broad categories. One of these 
is bad interfacing between predicates. This can be caused by incorrect 
ordering of arguments in a call, by an incorrect ype of an argument being 
passed, or by misspelling variable names. Some of these errors can be 
detected with the aid of a type checker, and their detection is especially 
beneficial in a system which incorporates modules, such as Logix [18]. 
This paper formulates a type theory for pure logic programs and develops a 
type-checking algorithm. Three aspects of the type system are introduced: type 
declaration, type inference, and well-typing. 
This theoretical model is a suitable basis for type systems for concrete logic- 
programming languages. For this purpose, a new interpretation f types is intro- 
duced, and a novel method for performing type checking is developed. 
The paper defines the class of regular types [14] and a subclass of logic 
programs, called regular unary logic programs, and shows the equivalence between 
them. The syntax of regular types is defined by a BNF notation, and any regular 
type can be implemented by deterministic finite automata (DFA). The incarnation 
of regular types as DFA is useful for showing inclusion, union, and equivalence of
regular types. 
By type inference we mean the relation of a type to the semantics of a logic 
program. A type may be associated with any logic program using a fixpoint of a 
function. This function is an abstraction of the usual semantic function of logic 
programs, and corresponds to the intuition that every atom in the type is inferable 
from the program. 
In general, the question of whether a program is well typed according to our 
definition is undecidable. However, any particular computation can be checked not 
to violate a particular type specification by a run-time check. This check could be 
expensive. For regular types, well-typing is decidable. A compile-time type-check- 
ing algorithm is developed for regular types, and its complexity is analyzed. 
The significance of this work is in the formalization of a type theory for logic 
programs that gives a single formal framework which includes a theory for type 
declaration and checking based on a sound mathematical foundation. 
Bruynooghe [3] suggests adding types and modes (input or output) to a logic 
program. In this system each argument has a mode annotation, and using this 
knowledge he develops an algorithm for type checking. The algorithm is not 
described within any theoretical framework, but is only shown to work on several 
programs. 
Mycroft and O'Keefe [16] adopt the outlook of Milner [13] that well-typed 
programs cannot go wrong. They treat PROLOG as a procedural or an applicative 
language--each procedure and each function call conforms to the type declaration 
of that object. Each construct in the language is associated with a type, and using 
that information, well-typing is defined. They also define a resolvent to be well 
typed if each atom in the resolvent iswell typed. Afterwards they prove that if the 
program and the goal are well typed, then the following hold: 
(1) The resolution at each step of the computation is well-typed. 
(2) The variables of the top-level goal can only be instantiated tovalues having 
types as dictated by the type declaration. 
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The semantics of their type is not defined, type equivalence is checked only 
syntactically, and subtyping is not dealt with. Dietrich [5] enhanced Mycroft and 
O'Keefe's type checker to deal with polymorphic subtypes by adding modes to the 
program. 
Quite a few papers have been published on type inference for variants of logic 
programming. Mishra [14] made the first attempt at type inference. Following him, 
Zobel [25] did polymorphic type inference for PROLOG with the possibility of 
combining it with type declaration. Kluzniak [10J developed a type inference 
system for ground PROLOG. Fruhwirth [6] uses program transformation and 
partial evaluation to infer the type of the program, and Kanamori, Horiuchi, 
Kawamura, Bruynooghe, and Janssens [7,8,2] use abstract interpretation tech- 
niques to do type inference. These papers define algorithms that identify clauses, 
which cannot be used in a successful computation. On the other hand~ the 
type-checking papers are concerned with finding inconsistent clauses, i.e., either 
atoms in the clauses that do not conform to the type declaration or usage of the 
same variable in disjoint types. Xu and Warren [22] also implemented a type 
inference system using depth abstraction and type definitions. They combined it 
with type declarations that restrict he domain of predicates. A program is well 
typed according to their definition if the type inference procedure succeeds and 
produces a type that is a subset of the declared type. Our paper is oriented 
towards type checking; hence well-typing and the theory that it involves are 
developed. Our work has similarity to that of Xu and Warren in that the semantics 
of the program is influenced by the type declarations. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces regular types, RUL 
programs, the equivalence between the two, and some useful properties of them. 
Section 3 investigates an abstraction of the well-known T e operator. The domain 
of the abstract operator is the tuple-distributive s ts of atoms from the Herbrand 
base. Section 4 defines the notion of well-typing. Section 5 describes how to 
declare a type and gives some examples. Section 6 develops a type-checking 
algorithm and considers its complexity. Section 7 describes the implementation f 
the type system and our experience with it. Section 8 concludes the paper. 
2. TYPES 
We define the notion of types and then introduce a subset of types that can be 
represented by DFA. Later we define regular unary predicate logic programs 
(RUL programs). RUL programs are unary logic programs that obey certain 
syntactic rules. We use RUL programs to simulate DFA that represent regular sets 
of terms. We have chosen RUL programs instead of DFA in order to achieve a 
more readable representation of types. In addition, RUL programs are logic 
programs. So run-time type-checking can be easily achieved by incorporating in the 
program RUL programs that define types, and restricting each argument of the 
head to its type dec, laration. Finally we present a BNF syntax of typed programs. 
2.1. General OvertJiew 
Definition. Let S be a set of first-order formulas, and L a first-order language. 
The signature of S, sig(S), is the minimal set containing all predicates, function 
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symbols and constants that appear in S. Similarly we define the signature of L, 
sig(L), to be the signature of all formulas that can be constructed in L. 
NOTE. TO facilitate metaprogramming, we assume one set of symbols for both 
functions and predicates. 
Let L be a first-order language. The Herbrand universe H L and the Herbrand 
base BI~ are defined as usual. A logic program P defines a signature. We use the 
symbol Bp as a synonym for Bsig(p ) to denote the Herbrand base of P. 
Notation. A <<L B means that A is a ground instance of B over L. When L is 
understood, we omit the subscript. 
Definition. Let B e be the Herbrand base of a program P. Define the mapping 
Tp : 2 8e ~ 2 Be as follows: Let I be a Herbrand interpretation. Then 
Tp(I) = {A ~BeIA ~'-B1,...,B n << C~P and B , , . . . ,  Bn ~I} .  
Van Emden and Kowalski [21] prove that the intersection of all Herbrand 
models for P is equal to Tp $ to, where to is the first infinite ordinal, and call it the 
meaning of the program. We denote by ~P~ the meaning of a program P. 
2.2. Tuple D&tributivity 
The notion of tuple-distributivity is due to Mishra [14]. 
Definition. With each term t we associate a labeled tree, which we refer to as the 
associated tree of t. The edges and the leaves of the tree are labeled according 
to the following construction rules: 
(1) If  t is a constant or a variable symbol, then make a leaf and label it with t. 
(2) If  t =f ( t l ,  t 2 . . . .  , tn), f is of arity n, then: 
(a) Make a new mode associated with t. 
(b) For all i ~ [1..n] construct recursively the subtree associated with ti, and 
draw an edge, labeled f(n, i), from the new node to the root of the 
subtree. 
An example is given in Figure 1. 
Definition. Let t be a term. A path in t is the sequence of labels between the root 
and  a leaf of the tree associated with t. The set of all paths of the associated 
tree of t is denoted by paths(t). A node in t is the node of the associated tree 
of t. The set of all paths between a node and the leaves in the associated tree of 
t is called paths of the node of t. A path is ground if it does not end in a node 
labeled by a variable. 
Example. paths(f(g(h(a), b), c)) = {f(2, 1)g(2, 1)h(1, 1)a, f(2, 1)g(2, 2)b, 
£(2,2)c}. 
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FIGURE 1. The associated tree of f(g(h(a), b), c). 
Definition. Let S be a set of ground terms. 
Define paths(S) = U t ~ s paths(t). 
The tuple-distributive closure of S is 
a( S) = {tit is a term and paths(t) c_ paths(S)}. 
S is tuple-distributice if a (S )= S. 
Intuitively, the tuple-distributive closure of a set of terms is the set of all terms 
constructed recursively by permuting each argument position among all terms that 
have the same functor-arity combination. 
Example. If S = {f(a, b), f(c, d)}, then paths(S) = {f(2, 1)a, f(2, 2), b, f(2, 1)c, 
f(2, 2)d} and a(S) = {f(a, b), f(a, d), f(c, b), f(c, d)}. 
RE~AR~:. a is idempotent, i.e., a(a(S))  = a(S) for every set of ground terms S. 
Definition. Let p/n  be a predicate in a program P. Then 
e l , , / .  = {p(  . . . .  , tn)  lp (  t l  . . . .  , t . )  
We extend the notions of paths and tuple-distributivity to include atoms. 
Claim. Let P be a program with different predicates pp . . . ,  Pn. Then a(l[P]])= 
a(~P]]p,)  U " ' "  U o:(~[P~p ). 
Definition. A type is a reeursively enumerable (r.e.) tuple-distributive s t of ground 
atoms with a finite signature. 
We require that types be r.e. so that B, pe restriction can be incorporated in the 
program. 
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2.3. Regular Types and Their Properties 
Definition. Let S be a type or a program. Define 
Es = {f(n, i) I f /n ~ sig( S), i ~ {1 . . . . .  n}} u {clc ~ sig( S) is a constant}. 
Definition. A set of ground terms S with a finite signature is regular iff there exists 
a regular language J___ ~ s.t. for every term t, t ~ S iff paths(t) ___d. A logic 
program P is regular if I[P]] is regular. 
This definition of regular sets is equivalent to the one based on deterministic 
root-to-frontier t ee automata [15, 20]. Note that every regular set of terms is 
tuple-distributive. 
Example. The set of terms S = {t(X, X)I  X = Sn(O), n < to} is not regular. 
By contradiction assume that S is a regular set of terms. Since t(0,0), 
t(s(O), s(0)) ~ S, then by tuple distributivity t(0, s(0)) ~ S. Contradiction. [] 
Claim. The intersection of regular sets of terms is regular. 
PROOF. Trivial, by the fact that the intersection of regular languages is regular. 
[] 
Example. The union of regular sets is not necessarily regular. Let 
$1 =f(a,  b), 
s2 =$(c, a); 
then 
$3=$1 uS2 
is not regular. To see that, note that 
paths( f (  a,b ) ) = { f (  2,1)a, f(2,2)b}. 
paths(f(c, d))  = ( f (2 ,  1)c, f (2 ,  2)d}. 
Assume that $3 is regular. Then there exists a regular language J s.t. t ~ $3 if[ 
paths(t) ~ J .  Clearly f contains paths( f(  a, b ) ) U paths( f(  c, d ) ). But then f( a, d) 
is also in $3. Contradiction. [] 
This example shows also the difference between a union of deterministic 
root-to-frontier t ee automata nd a union of automata over strings. 
If S is a regular set of terms, then we know that there exists a regular language 
d s.t. t ~ S iff paths(t)c_~ " .The following lemma shows that paths(S) is an 
example of a regular language fitting this definition. 
Lemma 1. For every regular set of terms S, paths(S) is regular. 
PROOF. See Lemma A.4 in the appendix. [] 
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By Lemma 1, it is clear that paths(S) is the minimal regular language L such 
that t ~ S iff paths(t) c_ f .  
Claim. Let S l and S z be regular sets of terms. Then 
S 1 c__S 2 iff paths(Si) c paths(S2). 
PROOF. Trivial from the definition. [] 
2.4. RUL Programs 
Definition. Two terms are top-level unifiable if at least one of them is a variable or 
they have the same principal function symbol. 
Definition. A regular unary logic (RUL) program P is a logic program satisfying 
the following syntactic rules: 
(1) Every predicate in P is unary. 
(2) No two head arguments of clauses of the same predicate are top-level 
unifiable. 
(3) Every body goal of every clause in P is of the form p(X) ,  where p is a 
predicate name and X is a variable. 
(4) Every variable in a clause occurs exactly once in its head and once in its 
body. 
Note that the arguments of facts (clauses with empty bodies) are ground terms 
[implied by rule (4)]. 
Example. The foUowing is a RUL program: 
procedure(merge all(Xs, Ys)) 
list of nat_lists(Xs), 
list of nat_lists(Ys). 
list of nat lists([ ]). 
list of nat lists([XlXs]),--- 
nat list(X), 
list of nat lists(Xs). 
nat_list([ ]). 
nat_list(IX IXs]) ~- 
natural(X), 
nat list(Xs). 
Definition. Let p be a unary predicate and A a set of atoms. Define Alp  to be 
the set {t ip( t )  ~A}. 
Theorem 1. 
(1) RUL programs are regular. 
(2) For every regular set of' terms S there exists a RUL program P with a predicate 
p such that S = ~P]/p. 
PROOF. The proof is a result of Lemmata A.1, A.2, and A.3 in the appendix. [] 
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Using an example, we show that RUL programs can be easily represented by 
BNF derivation rules: 
Example (Isomorphism of binary trees with labeled nodes). The type definition by 
a RUL program: 
natural(0). 
natural(s(X)) 
natural(X). 
binary_tree(void). 
binarytree(tree(X, Y, Z)) 
natural(X), 
binary_tree(Y), 
binary_tree(Z)). 
procedure(isotree(Y, Z))
binary_tree(Y), 
binary_tree(Z). 
The BNF derivation rules for the same type: 
Natural ::= 0 ; s( Natural ). 
Binary_tree ::= void; tree(Natural, Binary_tree, Binary_tree). 
Procedure ::= isotree( Binary_tree, Binary_tree). 
To summarize, if types are defined by RUL programs, then: 
(1) Type intersection can be done by intersecting the corresponding automata 
and building a new RUL program from the intersected automaton. 
(2) The inclusion of one type in another can be decided by checking the 
inclusion of the minimal regular languages that represent the types. Algo- 
rithms for inclusion, intersection, and union of regular languages are well 
known [1]. 
These results are used in Section 6 on type checking. 
3. TYPE INFERENCE 
This section is based on the semantics of logic programs described by van Emden 
and Kowalski [21] and by Lloyd [12]. 
A formal definition of well-typing is given below. Here we would like to provide 
some intuition for our approach. We assume that L is a first-order language. 
Henceforth, we also assume that all programs are written in that language. 
The assumption of a fixed global vocabulary precludes composition in its most 
general form. It seems that compositionality and parametrized (polymorphic) types 
are closely related, t 
We define a rule of type-relative inference by a program P with respect o a 
type S. 
1An extension ofour approach to parametric types is described ina subsequent paper [24]. 
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Definition. 
We say that A is inferred by P relative to S iff A ~ a(Te(S)). 
A clause C is useless relative to S if T~(S)  is the empty set. 
In other words, a ground atom A E B e is inferred by P relative to S if there 
exists a clause C in P and atoms B 1, Bz , . . . ,  B, E S such that A ~ B1 . . . . .  B~ is an 
instance of C. In addition, any atom in the tuple-distributive closure of atoms 
inferred by this rule is also defined to be inferred by P relative to S. 
We would like the type declaration S to be an approximation to the meaning of 
P. So we define that a program in our system is well-typed by S if it infers al! atoms 
in S relative to S and only these atoms. In addition, we require that all clauses in 
the program be useful, i.e., each clause can infer at least one atom in B L relative 
to S. 
This leads to the idea that the well-typing notion of a program can be stated as 
a fixpoint of an operator which is related to the program's emantics (to be defined 
below). 
The relation between our work and abstract interpretation is described in the 
next subsections. 
3.1. Abstract Interpretation 
A program denotes computations in some universe of objects. Abstract interpreta- 
tion of programs uses that denotation to describe computations in another uni- 
verse of abstract objects, so that the computation in the abstract domain is 
effective and yields some information about the standard denotation [41. 
Our notion of well-typing is defined below in terms of an abstract interpreta- 
tion. We show that types can be viewed as an abstraction of meanings. We show 
interesting properties that relate the concrete domain to the abstract domain and 
the type system. We describe an interpreter that operates in the abstract domain 
and is an abstraction of the well-known interpreter for logic programs. 
We define an abstract interpretation of logic programs as follows: The concrete 
domain is 2B% and the abstract domain is the set of all tuple distributive sets 
in 2 BL. 
The abstraction function, a(S)= {t it  is a term and paths(t)c_paths(S)}, was 
defined in the previous section. The concretization function 3' is the identity 
function. 
We define a new operator, which is an approximation to T e and operates on the 
abstract domain. 
Definition. Let P be a program and X a type. Define Tff, the abstract function of 
T e, to be 
T?,( X) =.(Tp(X)). 
From the definition of paths we see that every tuple-distributive set can be 
represented uniquely by its paths. Then the above function is equivalent to 
Tf  ( Y ) = { XI X ~ paths( A ) , paths( A ) c paths( Bp ) , A ~ B1, Be, . . .  , B n << C, 
C ~ P, and paths( { B 1 . . . . .  B,}) cY  } 
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in the sense that they represent the same set, i.e., 
paths( T~( X)  ) = T~' ( paths(X)).  
Definition. Let C be a complete lattice, ordered by the inclusion relation. 
Let X c C. X is directed if every finite subset of X has an upper bound in X. 
Let T : C -o C be a function. T is continuous if T(lub(X)) = lub({T(I)[ I ~ X}) 
for every directed subset X of C. 
Lemma 2. T~ is continuous over the set of tuple-distributive elements in 2 BL. 
PROOF. Let X be a directed subset of tuple-distributive elements in 2 BL, We have 
to prove that Tfi(lub(X)) = lub({T~(I)[I ~X}). Now 
A ~ Tf l ( lub(X))  
iff there exists 
A 1EBp, A 1 <-- B(1,1), B(1,2 ). . . . .  B(t,nl) << C1, C 1EP ,  
A 2 ~ Bp, A2 (-- B(2,1), B(2, 2) . . . . .  B(2, n2) <<~ C2, C2 ~ P, 
Ak ~Bp, Ak "-B(k,l),B(k,2) . . . . .  B(k,nk) <<Ck, Ck ~P,  
s.t. 
B(1.1),B(1,2) . . . . .  B(k,nk)~lub(X) and A~a(A1, . . . ,Ak)  
iff there exists 
AI ~ Bp, AI ",- Bd,1), Bd,2 )..... B(1,nl) •< CI, Cl ~ P, 
A2~Bp, A2",--B(z,I),B(z,2),...,B(2,n2) <<C2, C2EP, 
A k ~ Bp, Ak <--- B(k, 1), B(k,2) . . . . .  B(k, ~,) << Ck, 
s.t. 
B(i,i),S(1,2),...,B(k,nk)~I for some 
iff 
A ~ T~ ( I )  for some I E X 
iff 
A~lub({T~( I ) I I~X}) .  [] 
I ~X and 
Ck ~ P, 
A Ea(  A 1 . . . . .  A/c) 
Result. Let P be a logic program. Then the least fixpoint of T~ is T g 1" oJ, and is 
denoted by ~P]~. 
PROOF. By Tarski and Kleene [19, 9] we know that if T:C-0  C is continuous, 
where C is a complete lattice, then lfp(T) =- T '~ ~o. 
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Input:  A logic program P 
A ground goal G 
Output: trne if ('I E [P r  
Interpreter :  
The initial goal consists of pat, hs(G). 
While the goal is not empty do 
Choose a path g from the goal and 
choose A ~-- B1 . . . . .  Bn ,~7 (7, C E P s.t. ~ E paths(A) 
Remove ~ from the goal and add 
paths( {B1 ..... Bn } ) to the goal. 
If the goal is empty output ~rue. 
FIGURE 2. The abstract interpreter. 
3.2. The Abstract Interpreter 
We present an interpreter (Figure 2) that recognizes goals that are in [[P]% The 
goal contains a set of ground paths. The interpreter nondeterministically finds a 
successful execution if one exists. 
Lemma 3. G ~ [ P ~ iff the above interpreter has an execution that outputs true. 
PROOF. =* : I f  G ~ ~P]]", then there exists n s.t. G ~ T~g 1' n. The proof is by 
induction on n. If n = 1, then paths(G)c_paths({XIX is a fact in P}). Since the 
body of facts is empty, then every iteration of the interpreter reduces a path from 
the goal, and that implies that it will be empty after Ipaths(G)l iterations. Assume 
true for n - l, and prove for n. There exist 
A 1 ~ B(1,1), B(1,2),- • -, B(1,nl) << Cl,  C1 ~ P, 
A2 (-- Y(2,1), B(2,2) . . . .  , B(2,n2) << C2, C2 ~ P ,  
A 1 ~Bp,  
A 2 ~ Bp, 
Ak e Bp, 
S.t. 
Ak ,-B(k,1), Ck eP ,  
B( I ,1) ,B(1,2 ) . . . .  ,B(k,nk) ~- T~'~(n-1)  and Gea({A~ . . . . .  Ak}) .  
After tpaths(G)[ iterations the goal can contain exactly paths({B(1,1),..., B(k, nO}). 
By the induction hypothesis each of the B(i,] ) is "provable" by the interpreter. 
Hence, after a finite number of iterations the interpreter answers true. 
~:  In this part we prove that if the goal is initialized to a set S and the 
interpreter outputs true, then S Gpaths(~P]~). This implies the lemma. The proof 
is by induction on the number, n, of iterations that the interpreter does. If n = 0 
then 0 = S c paths(~P]"). Assume true for n - 1 and prove for n iterations. Also 
assume that ~: is the first path chosen in the first iteration and that A *- B 1 . . . . .  B m 
<< C, C ~ P, is the chosen clause s.t. ~: ~paths(A).  By the induction hypothesis 
S~ = ((S \ {~:}) Wpaths({B 1 . . . .  , Bin})) c paths([[P]] ~) 
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If we apply T~', which is monotonic, to both sides of the inclusion, we get that 
~paths( A) c_ T~'( SI) cpaths([P~).  
Finally, we get that 
S c_( S, U {~}) c_paths(~P]"). [] 
Example. Let P be the following program: 
q(e) ~ p(a, d). 
p(a, b). 
p(c, d). 
Then 
~P~= {p(a ,b ) ,p (c ,d )} ,  
~(~P]) = {p(a ,b ) ,p (a ,d ) ,p (c ,b ) ,p (c ,d )}  =a(T  e'f 1) = T~, "f l, 
~P~ = {p(a ,b ) ,p (a ,d ) ,p (c ,b ) ,p (c ,d ) ,q (e )}  = T~ "~2. 
One should note that I[Pll" is not always a(~P]), nor always a fixpoint of Tp, but 
it is always true that ~PD --- a(~P]]) c_ I[P]] ~. 
Observe that Tfl is the optimal approximation function of T e with respect o 
the domain, i.e. T 7, = a o Tp o y. More details can be found in [4]. 
4. WELL-TYPING 
Definition. Let P be a logic program and let S be a type. Then: 
P is weakly well typed by S iff it does not contain useless clauses relative to S. 
P is well typed by S iff it is weakly well typed by S and T~(S) = S, i.e., S is a 
fixpoint of T~g. 
We define a program to be well typed with respect o a type if the type is any 
fixpoint of the abstract operator. It is shown below that such types form useful 
approximations to the meaning of a program and declaring them is not difficult. 
5. TYPE DECLARATIONS 
Usually a programmer has in mind the type of arguments hat a procedure is to be 
used with, but in fact the program actually written accepts larger types. For 
example consider the program 
plus(0, Y, Y). 
plus(s(X), Y, s(Z)) 
plus(X, Y, Z). 
The type of this program is usually define to be the set 
(plus(X, Y, Z ) IX ,  Y, Z ~ (0, s(O), s( s(O) ) .... 1}. 
But the program's meaning is a superset of this type if L contains constants or 
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function symbols other than 0, s/1. This happens because the second and third 
arguments of the first clause are not restricted to have the appropriate set of 
values. This leads to the idea of ensuring that the program can derive only the 
desired ground atoms. 
Definition. A variable in a clause is a head-only variable if it occurs in its head but 
not in its body. 
If a program P has no head-only variables, then only ground goals that are 
formed from sig(P) are derivable from the program by resolution. It should be 
also noted that all the facts in such a program are ground. 
Lemma 4. If P is a logic program without head-only variables, then the set of atoms 
derivable from P using resolution is ground. 
enOOF. By induction on n, the length of the derivation. [] 
We will use the type declarations to eliminate head-only variables by a transfor- 
mation that adds a type condition to the body of a clause for every occurrence of 
such variable. A similar idea was suggested by Naish [17], where types are checked 
also at run time. 
In the first subsection we describe a language for declaring regular types. In the 
second subsection we give examples of well-typed programs. 
5.1. Regular Type Declarations 
Since regular types seem sufficiently expressive and easy to manipulate, we restrict 
ourselves to regular type declarations. We use the elegant BNF derivation rules to 
represent RUL programs. A type declaration induces a type on each argument 
position (node) of an atom that appears in the program, including the head-only 
variables. For each such variable we add to the body of the clause a predicate that 
verifies that the variable's value is in the induced type. 
Example. A program with a type declaration: 
Natural ::= 0 ; s( Natural ). 
Binarytree ::= void ; tree( Natural,Binary_tree,Binary t ee ). 
Procedure isotree( Binary_tree,Binary_tree ). 
isotree(void, void). 
isotree(tree(X,Leftl,Right 1), ree(X,Left2,Right2)) 
isotree(Left 1,Left2), 
isotree(Right 1,Right2). 
isotree(tree(X,Left 1,Rightl),tree(X,Left2,Right2)) 
isotree(Leftl,Right2), 
isotree(Right 1,Left2). 
The transformed program with the type declaration and explicit type conditions is 
Natural ::= 0 ; s(Natural). 
Binary tree ::= void ; tree( Natural, Binary_tree , Binary_tree ). 
Procedure isotree( Binary_treemBinary_tree ). 
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isotree(void,void). 
isotree(tree(X,Leftl,Right 1), ree(X,Left2,Right2)) 
natural(X), 
isotree(Leftl,Left2), 
isotree(Rightl,Right2). 
isotree(tree(X,Left 1,Right 1),tree(X,Left 1,Right2)) ,-- 
natural(X), 
isotree(Leftl,Right2), 
isotree(Right 1,Left2). 
Procedure natural(Natural). 
natural(0). 
natural(s(X)) 
natural(X). 
Procedure binary_tree( Natural,Binary_tree,Binary t ee ). 
binarytree(void). 
binary tree(X,Left,Right) 
natural(X), 
binarytree(Left), 
binarytree(Right). 
The derivation rule is the same as in BNF. The starting symbol is Procedure, 
where Procedure pred is a shorthand for Procedure ::= pred. The ";" symbol is used 
instead of the "]" symbol in BNF. 
The set S that correspond to the type declaration of the program is the set that 
is derived from the nonterminal Procedure. 
The example above shows a typed program, which is well typed. The isomor- 
phism between the RUL type definition and the BNF definition is trivial. The 
syntax for type definitions has the following form: 
A 1 : :=  a1,1;  a l ,2 ,  • •. ; a l , rn l "  
A 2 : :=  0/2,1; a2 ,2 ;  • •. ; 0~2,m2. 
A n : :=  O~n, 1; an ,2 ;  • . .  ;Otn,mn. 
Procedure/31. 
Code of procedure/31 
Procedure/32. 
Code of procedure f12 
Procedure /3m" 
Code of procedure/3 m 
where: 
The Ai's are variables, and the ai,/s are nonvariable terms. 
For every 1 < i < n, 1 <j < k < mi, ai, i and ai, k are top-level not unifiable. 
The/3i's are atoms with different predicates. 
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An alternative definition of the semantics of a typed program has been consid- 
ered in an earlier version of this paper [23]. The idea was to restrict all the 
variables to their induced type. This means that a larger variety of nonintuitive 
type declarations could well-type the program. For instance the program 
Nat01 ::= 0 ; s(O). 
procedure plus(Nat01, Nat01, Nat01). 
plus(0,X,X). 
plus(s(X),Y,s(Z)) ~- 
plus(X,Y,Z). 
is well typed by the earlier definition, but not by the current one. 
5. 2. Examples 
Two more examples that are long enough and use a nontrivial variety of data 
structures are presented, demonstrating the ease of well-typing. 
Example (The towers-of-Hanoi problem). Given three pegs labeled a, b, and c. 
The problem is to move a tower of n disks from peg a to peg c, with the help of 
peg b. Only one disk can be moved at a time, and a larger disk can never be placed 
on top of a smaller disk. 
Natural ::= 0 ; s( Natural ). 
Moves ::= [ ] ; [ Move tMoves ].
Diff._Moves ::= Moves \Moves. 
Move ::= (Peg,Peg). 
Peg ::= a ; b ; c. 
procedure hanoi(Natural). 
hanoi(N) ~ hanoi(N,X). 
procedure hanoi(Natural, Moves). 
hanoi(N,X) *- hanoi(N,a,c,X \ [ ]). 
procedure hanoi(Natural,Peg,Peg, Diff _Moves ).
hanoi(0,From,To,X \ X). 
hanoi(s(N),From,To,Before \ Tail) <-- 
free(From,To, Free), 
hanoi(N,From,Free,Before \ [(From,To)lAfter]), 
hanoi(N,Free,To,After \ Tail). 
procedure free(Peg,Peg,Peg). 
free(a,b,c), free(a,c,b), free(b,a,c). 
free(b,c,a), free(c,a,b), free(c,b,a). 
Example (Priority queue). In the following example a priority queue is repre- 
sented as a list of pairs (X,P), where X is the element and P is its associated 
priority. On enqueue(X,P) the queue process inserts X into the list according to 
its priority; on dequeue(X) it moves X from the head of the list. Note that any is 
just a regular constant (see also discussion of the supertype Any in Section 7). 
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Natural ::= 0 ; s( Natural). 
Enqueue ::-- [ ] ; [enqueue(any,Natural)] Enqueue]. 
Dequeue ::= [] ; [ dequeue( any )[ Dequeue ]. 
Queue ::= [ ] ; [(any,Natural)] Queue ]. 
procedure Natural < Natural. 
O_<Y. 
s(X) < s(Y) ~ X < Y. 
procedure Natural < s(Natural). 
X < s(Y) ~- X _< Y. 
procedure queue( Enqueue,Dequeue ). 
queue(Es,Ds) *-- queue(Es,Ds,[ ]).
procedure queue( Enqueue,Dequeue,Queue ). 
queue(Es,[dequeue(X)JDs],[(X,P)JQ]) 
queue(Es, Ds,Q). 
queue([enqueue(X,P)JEs],Ds,Q) ~- 
insert((X,P),Q,Q1), 
queue(Es,Ds,Q1). 
queue([ ],[ ],Q). 
procedure insert (( any ,Natural ), Queue,[ ( any ,Natural )l Queue ]). 
inset ((X,P),[(X1,P1)]Q],[(X,P),(X1,P )IQ]) *-- 
P<P1.  
insert((X,P,[(X1,P1)IQ],[(X1,P )1Q1]) 
P1 <P,  
insert((X,P),Q,Q1). 
insert((X,P),[ ],[(X,P)]). 
6. TYPE CHECKING 
Type checking determines whether a program is well typed by a type declaration. 
Type checking in our framework requires checking inclusion in a type, which is 
undecidable for r.e. types. Therefore we investigate regular types, for which type 
checking is decidable. It seems that regular types are strong enough for type 
declarations. We suggest an algorithm for type checking and analyze its complexity. 
6.1. A Type-Checking Algorithm 
We describe an algorithm (Figure 3) that type-checks a typed program whose type 
is declared by a regular type declaration. 
Let P be a program and S be a regular type. We check whether P is well typed 
by S as follows: For each clause in P we find the set of atoms that can be inferred 
relative to S. Then we find the union of all these sets and check if it equals S. 
The type checker should also report on clauses that are useless, i.e., if there is 
no ground instance of the clause that is constructed from the type. 
The key idea in focusing on regular types, which are represented by DFA, is 
that it is possible to infer the maximal set of values that a node of an atom can 
obtain with respect o the type declaration S and hence the maximal set of values 
that a variable can assume (we call this the type of the variable). 
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For each clause C in P do: 
For every ground path x in the body of C do: 
If  ~: ~ paths(S) then 
T~c}(S) :=
goto 1. 
endif  
od 
For each variable Y that appears in C do: 
For each occurrence of Y in the body of C do: 
Infer the maximal set of values that this occurrence can obtain. 
od 
Intersect all the above sets getting the variable's type. 
od. 
Construct T~c}(S ) using the type of the variables. 
1: If T~c}(S ) = ~b then print a warning that clause C is useless. 
od 
Find the tuple-distributive closure of the union of the T~o } (S)'s computed. 
If the result is equal to S and no clause is useless then succeed else fail. 
FIGURE 3. A type-checking algorithm. 
We want to show that we can compute paths(T~}(S)). For each node in the 
body of the clause C where a variable appears, we can find the maximal set of 
values that it can obtain. If B is an atom in C, and Y is some node of B, then we 
can find the path from the root to Y in the associated tree of B, and run this path 
on the DFA that represents S getting to some state q. The set of all strings that 
lead from q to a final state represents the maximal set of values that Y can obtain 
with respect o S. All nodes in the body of C that have the same logical variable 
must be intersected to obtain its type. Unnecessary paths, i.e., paths that cannot 
correspond to a term, are assumed to be deleted. If there is a variable in C that 
has an empty type or there is a ground path of some atom in the body of C that is 
not in paths(S), then T~}(S)= 0,  else we can build the automaton for 
paths(T~(S)) from the head of the clause and the types that were found for the 
variables in the body of the clause. 
Claim. Let S be a regular type. Then P is well typed by S iff the algorithm in 
Figure 3 succeeds. 
PROOF. We have to prove that T~(S) = S iff the algorithm succeeds: 
T~(S) = a({A ~BL[A ~B, ,B  2 .... ,B n << C, C ~P,  and B 1 . . . .  ,B~ ~S}) 
=o~( I,.J {A~BL]A~-B1 .... ,Bn<<Cand BI,...,B, ~S}) 
C~P 
= {X paths(X) c {,.J paths(T~}(S))). 
C~P 
So we get that T~(S)=S iff Uc~ppaths(T~l(S))=paths(S). We have shown 
above that finding T~(S)  is possible. The union of the T~(S)'s is simply the union 
of DFA, getting possibly a nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA). [] 
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In our implementation we transform the NFA that was constructed to a DFA, 
which may take exponential time, and then, by an equivalence algorithm which is 
known to be almost linear, we do the last step of the algorithm. 
6.2. Complexity analysis 
We now consider the complexity of the above algorithm. We show that the 
complexity is exponential in the maximal number of clauses that belong to the 
same procedure and is exponential in the maximal number of occurrences of a 
variable in a clause. 
Assume that: 
Np is the number of different predicates in P. 
N V is the maximal number of all occurrences of a variable in a clause of P. 
L c is the maximal length of a clause in P. 
Np is the maximal number of clauses of the same predicate. 
N is the number of states in the DFA that represents he type. 
Then: 
Inferring the maximal possible set of values of a variable occurrence in a clause 
requires finding the right state in the DFA, which can be done in time 
O(NLc). 
Intersection of the regular sets to get the type of a variable takes O(NNv). 
Constructing TI~(S) can be done in O(LcNNV). 
Uniting two DFAs and transforming their union into an equivalent DFA takes 
O(N2). So uniting the Tt~(S)'s to get a DFA takes O(Np(NpLcNNV+ 
NNvNp)). 
The equivalence of the DFA that represents the type and the DFA that was 
constructed is almost linear. So the overall complexity of the algorithm is 
O(Np(NpLc NNV + NNvNe)). 
In practice, the number of intersections in a clause is small, and in most applica- 
tions that do not involve databases the number of clauses in a procedure is small. 
In all programs that appear in this paper the number of occurrences of the same 
logical variable does not exceed four. The intersection of these occurrences does 
not take exponential time, because they all lead to the same state in the DFA that 
represents he type. 
If we have to deal with a large database of ground facts, then the algorithm 
takes polynomial time. 
It is possible to define a subset of logic programs for which the algorithm has 
polynomial-time complexity: 
(a) N V is bounded by a constant. 
(b) If h and h' are heads of different clauses and have the same predicate, then 
for all i, if arg i is the ith argument of h and arg" is the ith argument of h', 
then arg i and arg[ are top-level not unifiable. 
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It seems that (a) is a reasonable demand but (b) is too restrictive, as it excludes 
most deterministic and many other programs. 
7. IMPLEMENTATION 
A type checker for FCP based on this framework has been implemented in FCP 
and is incorporated in the Logix system [18]. Each clause is stripped of control 
symbols. The type of the guards and the system predicates are predefined. Each 
program is checked procedurewise; ach clause of a procedure is checked for 
usability, and each procedure is checked for the fixpoint requirement. If an atom 
does not conform to the type definition, then an error consisting of the clause 
number and the leftmost path that doesn't agree with the definition is displayed. If 
the intersection of variable's types is empty, then the name of the variable is 
displayed. If the inferred type is different from the defined type, then an error with 
one path in the difference set is displayed. 
Although type declarations and checking are not required in Logix, most large 
applications developed under Logix use the type system. 
Practice with the type system has shown that its precision is sometimes a
nuisance. Sometimes a programmer does not want to specify precisely the integer 
values an argument can take, but just that it takes integer values, and similarly for 
strings. Sometimes a process participating in a stream communication protocol 
may wish to send only a subset of the messages the receiver can handle, but not to 
specify precisely that subset. To that effect we have incorporated a subset typing 
mechanism. One type can be defined as a subtype of another, using the notation 
SomeValue ::< Integer. 
KeyWords ::< String. 
etc. 
Similarly, an all-out escape is provided, in terms of the supertype Any that 
corresponds to the Herbrand universe. The declaration 
T ::<Any. 
means that T can take any value. In contrast, the declaration 
T ::=Any. 
means that T must be able to take all values. The former is a well-typing of any 
predicate. Given the type declaration procedure p(T), the latter definition of T is a 
well-typing of the procedures {p(X).}, {p(X). p(a).}, but not of {p(a),} or of 
{p(f(X)).}. 
8. DISCUSSION 
From our experience it seems that a regular type can be constructed naturally for 
every program. The programmer knows the type that each of its variables can 
obtain, and that makes it quite easy to declare types. When we use large databases 
it may be cumbersome to declare all the values that an argument can obtain, since 
the list would be a long declaration. However, even in this case the declaration is 
still conceptually easy. 
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Our type system deals only with pure logic programs that are self-contained. 
This is the basic theoretical model from which we build type systems for concrete 
logic programming languages uch as FCP or PROLOG. In such languages there 
are system predicates and procedures like append/3, which appends two lists that 
may contain any sort of data. Effective typing of such programs requires paramet- 
ric types. We should also note that a module of a program that is not self-con- 
tained cannot be well typed, since the fixpoint requirement is violated. This 
problem can be solved by requiring the fixpoint procedurewise. Another construct 
that other languages have is basic types like integers, strings, atoms, etc., which are 
a necessity in type systems. This implies that: 
It is necessary to extend the existing type theory to parametric types. This is a 
subject of a subsequent paper [24]. 
The theory should be extended to deal with modules and basic types. 
The relation between type checking, well-typing, and type inference deserves 
further investigation. Further research includes an algorithm for inferring the 
minimal type of the program and extending the definition of well-typing to partially 
declared programs. 
APPENDIX. RUL PROGRAMS 
A.O. Introduction 
Canonical RUL programs are presented, and a transformation algorithm from 
RUL programs to canonical RUL programs which preserves the relative meaning 
of the program is described. The relation between the meaning of canonical RUL 
programs and DFAs is discussed, and the implementation of regular types as 
DFAs is shown. Thus the identity of the meaning of RUL programs and regular 
types is established. 
Definition. The meaning of a clause C in a program P is the set 
{,4 E BpI A ",-- B1,. . . ,  B,, << C, B, , . . . ,  B,, ~ [[P]}. 
Example. The meaning of a ground fact is the set that contains only the ground 
fact. 
Definition. A clause is nonredundant with respect o a program if its meaning is 
nonempty. It is redundant if its meaning is empty. 
Definition. A nonredundant program is a program with no redundant clauses. 
In general, it is undecidable whether a program is nonredundant, but we will 
see that for RUL programs this problem is decidable. 
Claim. For every RUL program P, there exists a nonredundant RUL program Q s.t. 
~P] = ~Q]. 
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PROOV. Delete the redundant clauses of P to obtain Q. [] 
A.O.1. Determining Redundancy of Clauses. This subsection shows how to find 
redundant clauses of RUL programs and to find a concise representation of the 
equivalent nonredundant RUL  program. 
A.O.2. The Algorithm. Let P be a RUL  program. 
1. Label all facts in P as nonredundant, and call this group Ao. 
2. Let S O = {p] p is a predicate name of a fact in P}. 
3. Let S i be the last set that was computed and define As+ 1 and Si+l: 
Me+ I = {C ~ P[C =p(t )  ~- -b l (X l ) , . . . ,bn(Xn)  unlabeled and b l , . . . ,b ,  E Si} 
Si+ l = S itA {pip is a predicate name that appears in Ai+l}. 
4. Label all clauses in P that appear in Ai+ 1 as nonredundant. 
5. I f  S i = Si+t then stop 
else go to 3. 
A.O.3. Correctness of the Algorithm. 
Claim. All clauses in P that were marked by the above algorithm are nonredundant. 
PROOF. The proof is by induction on i that all the clauses in A i are nonredundant, 
and this will imply the claim. 
i = 0: Since the meaning of a fact is nonempty, the claim holds. 
Assume the claim holds for less than n, and prove for n: Let p( t )~ 
bl(X1), . . . ,  bm(X m) be a clause in A n. By the definition of An, we have b~,.. . ,  b m 
Sn_ ~. This means that for all j ~ [1.. m] there exists a labeled clause whose 
head is bj. By the induction hypothesis those clauses are nonredundant. It follows 
that bl(t l ) , . . .  , bm(t m) ~ ~P~ for some ground terms t 1 . . . .  , tm. By the definition of 
the meaning of a clause and by the characteristics of a clause of a RUL  program, 
p( t ){X J t~ . . . . .  Xm/t, ,} is ground and in the meaning of the above clause. 
For the next two claims assume that stage 5 of the algorithm is just "goto 3". 
Claim. I f  S~ = S~_ 1 for some n, then for all i > n, S i = S~. 
PROOF. Trivial. 
Claim. All the predicate names that appear in T e "i i + 1 also appear in S i. 
PROOF. Easy induction on i. [] 
Claim. All the predicate names that are in the meaning of the program are also in the 
last set S i of the algorithm. 
PROOF. The meaning of a program is Tp 1" o2. All the predicate names that appear 
in the meaning of the program also appear in S,~. But S,~ = S i by the claims above. 
[] 
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Claim. All the clauses that were not labeled by the above algorithm are redundant. 
PROOV. By contradiction. Assume that there exists a nonredundant clause p(t) 
bl(X 1) .... , b, (X n) that was not marked by the algorithm. Then, all the predicates 
of the b/s appear in the meaning of P. By the previous claim, these predicate 
names appear also in Si+l. By the algorithm, it is clear that the b/s also appear in 
S i. Then by steps 3 and 4, before the (i + 1)th iteration, the above clause is labeled. 
Contradiction. [] 
RESULT. Let P be a RUL program. Then a clause is nonredundant iff it was 
labeled by the above algorithm. 
A.1. Canonical RUL Programs 
Definition. A canonical RUL program is a nonredundant RUL program satisfying 
the following: 
Arguments of facts are constants. 
If the head argument of a clause is a compound term, i.e. a function symbol 
applied to arguments, then all of the arguments are variables. 
The example of a RUL program in subsection 2.4 satisfies the syntactic 
conditions for canonical RUL programs, but it is redundant, since the predicate 
natural/1 is missing. 
Notation. Let M = (Q, E, 3, S,{F}) be a DFA. For every q ~ Q, denote 
REMARK. Jq (M)  denotes the regular language accepted by the same automata 
as M, starting from the state q. 
Lemma A.1. Canonical RUL programs are regular. 
r'ROOV. Let P be a canonical RUL program. Build a DFA M= (Q, ~,, 3,S,{F}) 
according to the following: 
Q = {pip is a predicate in P} u {S, F}. 
F = final state, where F is different from S. 
X = Xp. 
For every predicate q in P, ~(S, q(l, I))= q. 
For each clause of a predicate p define 6 to be the following: 
(1) If the heads argument is a constant c then 6(p, c) = F. 
(2) If the head argument is a function symbol f with arity n, then for every 
i~  [1..n], 6(p, f(n, i )= q, where the body goal q and the ith argument of the 
function share the same variable. 
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REMARK. M is a DFA, since every head argument of a procedure clause has a 
unique function-symbol-arity combination. 
Claim A.1. t ~ ~P]/p iff paths(t) C~p(M). 
iff 
iff 
The proof of this claim follows the end of this lemma. 
Back to the proof'0f the lemma. 
p(t) 
paths(t) M) 
paths(p(t)) c~¢'(M). V3 
PROOF OF CLAIM A.]. By induction on tt[: Let 
Itl= 1. 
That means t = c for some constant c. Then 
t E  PUp 
iff (by definition) 
p(t)  
iff (by the semantics of logic programs and structure of P) 
there exists a fact p(c) in P 
iff (by the construction of M) 
6(p,c)  =g 
iff (by definition) 
c~@(M)  
iff (paths(c) = {c}) 
paths(t) c_~f p( M ). 
Assume the claim is true for all t, 0 < it[ <iV, and prove for Itl=N. W.Lo.g. 
t =f( t l ,  t 2 . . . .  , tn). Then 
p(t) 
iff (by the semantics of logic programs) 
there exists a clause in P of the form 
p( f(  X1, X2,. . . ,  X,)) *-- b ,( X 1) .... , bn( Xn) , 
and for every j ~ [1..n], b(tj) ~ [P~ 
iff (by the construction of M and by the induction hypothesis) 
forevery jE[1..n],  8 (p , f (n , j ) )  =b i and paths(tj) c~, (M)  
iff (by the characteristics of DFAs and M) 
{ f (n , j ) .  sits j ~ paths(t,), j ~ []..n]} __alp(M) 
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if[ (by the characteristics of paths) 
paths(t) ~@(M) .  [] 
Lemma A.2. For every regular set of terms T, there exists a canonical RUL program 
P with a predicate p s.t. ~P]/p = T. 
PROOF. T regular means that there exists a DFA (w.l.o.g. the starting state is p) 
M= (Q,'Z,6, p,{F}) s.t. for every term t, t ~ T i f f  paths( t )c~(M) .  Build a 
program P according to the following: For every state q and every function symbol 
f ,  if 6(q , f (n , i )=b i is defined for all i ~[1..n], then add the clause 
p( f (X l ,  X 2 . . . .  , Xn) )~ bl(Xt) , . . . ,  bn(X n) to P. For every state q and a constant 
c, if 6(q, c) is a final state add the clause q(c) to P. 
Observations: 
(1) P is a canonical RUL program (it might have redundant clauses, but they 
can be deleted). 
(2) Almost by the same proof as that of Claim A.1, t ~ ~P]/q iff paths(t)c_ 
~(M) .  
(3) By observation (2) and by regularity, t ~ T i f f  t ~ ~[P~/p. [] 
Lemma A.3. For every RUL program P, there exists a canonical RUL program Q s.t. 
[[P~ = ~Q]] \ {q(t) ~ ~Q] l q is a predicate not occurring in P}. 
PROOF. The idea is to unravel the head arguments. W.l.o.g. P is nonredundant. 
Define a program transformation, Tr(R), on a RUL program R as follows: If there 
exists a clause in R of the form 
P( f (  Arga,. . . ,  Argn) ) ~-- bl(X1) . . . .  , bk( XK) ~ P, 
and 3j ~ [1..n] s.t. Argj is not a variable, then do the following: 
Find a new predicate symbol q and a new variable symbol X. W.l.o.g. X 1 . . . .  , X m 
are all the variables appearing in Argj. 
Transform this clause into two clauses: 
p( f (Arg  x . . . .  , Argj_ l, X,  Argj + 1,... ,  Argn)) 
~-- q (X) ,  bm+1( Xm+l),... , bk( Xk). 
q( Argj) ~ b,( X1) . . . .  , bm( Xrn ) . 
Perform the above transformation on P, getting a sequence P = PI, Pz, - . . ,  Pk 
=Q,  where Pi+l = Tr(P i) and Q does not contain any more clauses to be 
transformed. 
Claims (Easy to prove). 
For every predicate p in R, the transformation preserves ~R~/p, and nonredun- 
dancy. 
The number k is bounded. 
Q is a canonical RUL program. 
For all predicates p in P, [[P]]/p = [[QH/p. [] 
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A.2. Properties of  Regular Sets of  Terms 
Claim. The intersection of regular sets of terms is regular. 
PROOV. Trivial, by the fact that the intersection of regular languages is regular. 
[] 
Lemma A.4. For every regular set of terms T, paths(T) is regular. 
PROOV. If  T is regular, then there exists a predicate p in a canonical RUL  
program, P, s.t. T = ~PII/P. Build a DFA M as in Lemma A.1 corresponding to P. 
The proof is by induction that for every word s ~ ~Sq(M), where q is a predicate in 
P, there exists a term t ~ ~P~/q s.t. s is a path in t. This will imply the lemma. 
If  Isl = 1, then s is a constant. Trivial. 
Assume true for 0 < Isl <N,  and prove for Is[ =N.  
W.l.o.g. s =f(n, i) .s~. By the construction of M, there exists a clause of the 
form q(f(X1, X 2 .... , X~)) ~- b1(X 1) . . . . .  b,(X~). Since every clause in P is nonre- 
dundant, there exist terms t l , . . . ,  t~_l, ti+ ~ . . . . .  t, s.t. for all j, tj ~ ~P]/bj. By the 
induction hypothesis, there exists a term t~ ~ [P]/b~ s.t. s I is a path in t i. 
Gathering these facts, we get that s is a path in t =f ( tv . . . ,  t,), where t ~ ~P~/q. 
Definition. Let T be a regular set of terms. Define ~(T)  to be the minimal 
language s.t. t ~ T i f f  paths(t) c~(T) .  
Claim. d (T )  is well defined and regular. 
Pnoov. By Lemma A.4., paths(T) is the minimal regular language that is wanted. 
Lemma A.5. Let T 1 and T 2 be regular sets of terms. Then 
T~ c T 2 iff ~T~)  c_ f (T2) .  
PROOV. By Lemma A.4 and the above claim. [] 
Lemma A.6. If T is a regular type and H : -B  is a clause in a program P, then 
od{HO ~ B e I BO c T}) is regular. 
PROOV. Let X 1 . . . .  , X k be all the variables in the clause W.l.o.g. dom(O)= 
{X~ . . . . .  X~). Assume that 0 = [X~ ~t~, . . . ,X~ tk]  and that there exists an 
automaton M s.t. L(M)= paths(T). 
Let s be a string, and M= (Q,~,6,  S,{F}) be a DFA. Denote by state(s,M) 
the state ~(S,s) if it is defined. If  it is not defined, then call it _1_. Recall that 
Lq(M) is defined to be the language accepted by the same automaton as M except 
that the starting state is q. Modify the definition s.t. L ±(M)= ®. Let B be a 
conjunction of one or more atoms. Define pos(Xj, B) to be the set of all paths 
from the root of the associated trees of B to Xs, i.e. (slsXj ~paths(B)}. 
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Define g_paths(B) = {s is ~paths(B) N X~)} to be the set of all ground paths in 
B. Then 
BOc_T~ paths(BO) cL (M)  
** g._paths(B) eL (M)  
A A {ss,ls~pos(Xj, B)As ,~paths( t j )}c-L(M)  
Xi~vars(B) 
* g._paths(B) eL (M)  
A A Vs~pos(Xj,B).paths(t j )c-{sl lsSlGL(M)} 
Xy~vars(B) 
g_,paths(B) c_L( M) 
A A Vs~pos(Xj,  B). paths(tj) C_Lstate(s,M)(M ) 
Xy~vars(B) 
¢* g__paths(B) c L(M)  
A A paths(tj) c_ N Lstate(s,M)(i). 
Xj ~ vats(B) s ~pos(Xj, B) 
It is easy to verify by construction of an automaton M1 that B e is regular. 
In the same manner we prove that 
H O ~ B p o g._paths(H) c_ paths (B p ) 
A A paths(tj) c N Lstate(s, M1)(M1)" 
Xj~vars(H) sEpos(Xj, H) 
Let 
('~ Lstate(s,Ml)( M1), 
s ~pos(Xp H) 
" s~pos(Xp H) " J 
 (xj) = 
N(  N Lstate(s,M)(M)) , 
s ~pos(X i, B) 
['~ Lst~te(s,u)( M), 
s ~pos(X~, B) 
Xj ~ vats(H) \ vats(B), 
X~ ~ vars( H) N vats(B), 
Xj ~ vars( B ) \ vars( H ) . 
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Finally we get that 
HO~BeABOc_ T 
¢~ g_paths(A,B) ~L(M)  
A A paths(tj) C ('~ gstate(s, M1)(M1 )
X i ~ vats(H) \, vats(B) s ~pos(X], H) 
A ^ n Lstate(s, Ml)(ml)) 
Xj E (vats(H) ¢q vars(B)) s ~pos(Xj, H) 
A A paths(ti) ~ ~ Lstate(s,M)(M) 
Xj ~ vars(B) \ vats(H) s ~pos(Xj, B) 
n 
** g_.paths(A, B) c_L(M) A A paths(tj) c~4~(Xj). 
j= l  
If one of the conjuncts above cannot be satisfied, then a({HO ~ B e j BO c T}) is 
empty. If the formula can be satisfied, then 
paths( { HO ~ BetBO c r} )  
= U {paths(HO)lHO ~B e A BO c T} 
=g_paths(H) U U {s}. U{paths(tj) HO~BeA BOcT} 
X i ~ vars(g) 
s ~pos(X i, H) 
=g._paths(H) U U 
Xj ~ vars(H )
s ~pos(Xj, H) 
=g__paths(H) U U {s}. U{paths(tj)!paths(Xj)c~'(Xj)} 
Xy E vats( H ) 
s ~pos(Xj, H) 
Xj ~ vars(H )
s ~pos(X i, 14) 
It can be easily checked that paths(Oil paths(Xi)c_c_f(Xj)}) is regular by 
Lemma A.4. It follows that paths({HO ~ Be lBO c__ T}) is regular, since it is con- 
structed from finite concatenations and unions of regular languages. 0 
{s).  u {paths(O Va _< i _< n paths(O 
Lemma A. Z If P is a program, then for every natural number n, 7~  ? n is regular. 
PROOF. It can be shown by induction on n that T f  $ n is regular, using the facts 
that: 
The tuNe-distributive closure of a finite union of regular sets of terms is a 
regular set. 
Lemma A.6 guarantees that at each iterations of Tfl we get a regular set. D 
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